BRENT WHEELS & EQUIPMENT 1
MODEL EX
The EX is the most powerful Brent® wheel we’ve ever built. The heavy-duty 1 1/2 hp,
15 amp motor has the power to center over 100 lbs. of clay! Together with the 5/16" steel table,
the EX can handle virtually any throwing project. EX wheels are all reversible and have a
state-of-the-art control box with quick-connect plugs on the foot pedal and motor for easy
removal if service is needed. FREE Splash Pan and Plasti-bat with EX Model.

PRICE $1,795.00

SEAT
Attaches directly to models B, C and CXC, and is adjustable both for height and
distance from wheel head. Sturdy enough for extensive school use, and always stays
with the wheel so it can’t be misplaced.

PRICE $310.00

MODEL IE
The Brent® model IE wheel is economical, well-built, and has many features of the larger
Brent® wheels. It has a sturdy 3/16" angle iron frame and can center up to 20 lbs. of clay.
The IE has removable legs making it very portable for taking to workshops and demonstrations.
Comes with free Plasti Bat.

PRICE $995.00 With Reversing $1,195.00

MODEL IE-X
The Brent model ie-x wheel is a step up from the Brent ie wheel and can center 25 lbs. of clay.
It has all of the features of the model ie with the following enhancements:
•
14" cast aluminum wheel head — including removable bat pins
•
1/3 hp, 6 amp permanent magnet DC motor — provides dependable, variable speed
control
•
Reversing Switch
•
FREE 14" Plasti-bat
•
FREE Splash pan

PRICE $1,345.00
LEG EXTENSION KIT !!! New & Improved Version
Raise your wheel to standing height to reduce stress on your back. This leg extension
kit fits wheels B, C, or CXC and adjusts the head height from 3 1/2 inches up to 42 inches high.

PRICE $255.00
BRENT BOOTIES
Fits Models EX, CXC, C & B
Potters wheels. They are reversible allowing for 2” to 4” elevation of
your wheel.

SET OF 3

$39.00

10% Discount plus Freight
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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